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Today is the day of Jukai-a very joyful and also a very serious and
solemn occasion. It is the day on which one formally enters the Buddha's
Way which is without beginning and without end.
If you have been to Jukai before, today there will be a deepening
of your faith and determination to see into your True Mind and come to
Awakening. Without Awakening, one endlessly revolves within the
wheel of samsara, which is the endless repetition of the sense of "me"
and "mine," with all its fear, craving, accumulating, depending,
clinging, losing, despairing and new craving.
Entering the Buddha's Way one has seen the absolute necessity
to put an end to this sorrowful cycle of confusion and misery. This is
called Right Understanding, meaning that one understands that through
one's own false thinking does one get caught up in fear and suffering,
and through one's own determination and energy can one put an end to
it . Walking the Buddha's Way in faith, patience and humility,
Bodhisattvas appear when least expected to guide one and point the
Way .
Let us just say a few words about humility. Humility is not
something that one can put on like a garment. One can train oneself to
speak, act, and look humble, but that is not true humility. True humility
is only when all good and bad ideas and images about oneself and others
no longer stand in the way.
Jukai is a day of inner cleansing and purification. You will all
receive klesa papers tonight before the ceremony. On each paper there
is a snake, a cock and a pig, biting into each other's tails. This
symbolizes ignorance, anger and greed, hanging together in a locked
chain. Yet each klesa paper symbolizes not only three, but the sum total
of all our defilements which overlay our True Mind just as dark clouds
cover the sun. Each one of us receives the same klesa paper since all of
us share the same defilements. Nevertheless, all of us are at the same
time One True Mind. When we bum these klesa papers during Jukai,
this symbolizes the burning away, the wiping clean, of all our past false
thinking and acting, so that there can be a completely new, fresh
beginning. Every instant is a completely new, fresh beginning. Ego
defilements come and go like clouds. But there can also be, at any one
moment, an immediate burning, an instant clearing of the past, and with
it a complete renewal.
Please do realize that simply participating in a symbolic act in a
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beautiful ceremony , however meaningful it may be , is not enough to
bring about complete purification . Each one of us must arouse all of
one 's energies to look fearlessly and deeply into one's own True Mind.
This is the cleansing of the mind and the end of all sorrow .
In Hakuin Zenji ' s Chant in Praise of Zazen we recite daily :
Observing the precepts , repentance and giving ,
the countless good deeds and the way of right living
all come from zazen ...
Let it sink in deeply into one ' s mind , into one's total being , that all right
action , all right living, comes from zazen . When one enters into zazen
wholly , with one ' s entire being , without reservation , without division ,
without resistance and without compulsion, when there is complete
oneness with the circumstances of one's outer and inner life , no matter if
it is hard or easy , painful or frightening-that is right action, that is
right living . It is the unhindered flow of this vast , unfathomable life and
death which is our own life and death . The ten precepts are not handed
down to us by the Buddha . There is no Buddha outside ourselves. So the
precepts are neither imposed from the outside , nor are they imposed
from within . They describe, in a limited way, the natural and effortless
way of a fully awakened human being.
Merely following the precepts literally , compulsively, rigidly,
pursuing them as an ideal in order to emulate an Awakened One , or in
order to set oneself up as spiritually and morally superior to others-this
is to follow them merely in thought, in imagination, totally disregarding
the way one actually feels, thinks , speaks and acts from instant to
instant . It is the way of the hypocrite, who is dangerously separated
from himself and others .
Merely to condemn one 's own thoughts and actions in the light of
the precepts , without clearly understanding the source from which all
deluded thought and action flows , is the continuation of life in darkness
and ignorance and sorrow.
Merely to do whatever one likes, in complete disregard of the
precepts , is the ignorance of ego-separation , ignorance of the law of
karma . It is ego running wild and only leads to pain and suffering for
oneself and others. It has nothing whatsoever to do with the freedom of
Zen .
What , then , is the proper function of the precepts in one's life? If
one uses them to become deeply , clearly , and silently aware of one's
actual way of living , every day , from instant to instant-the fears , the
hurts , the defenses , the anger , the revenges gross and subtle, the
frustrations , the escapes , the resolutions, the constant habitual
reactions, and all the pretensions-facing all this without condemnation
or excuse ; if one uses the precepts to become thoroughly aware of one's
neve r-ending search for self-gratification and fulfillment, one's inner
dividedness between what one thinks one ought to do and what one
cannot help doing again and again - becoming fully aware of the
tormenting conflicts between the ideal and the real , without beating
oneself or defending oneself- in this direct awareness is the beginning
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of right understanding and right action . Ultimately , it is the Truth that
liberates one from ignorance-the Buddha beholding the morning star
in the sky-not the following of the precepts . Precepts that one truly
lives by without special effort or conflict or self-conscious awareness of
following the precepts-this ceases to be precept . Right action is
instantaneous beyond following or not-following . Right action flows
freely when the illusion of ego gives way to clarity and unfetteredness .
Right action is seeing for oneself the need to live an orderly life within
and without.
let us now briefly comment on the Three Refuges and the Ten
Precepts:

"I take my refuge in the Buddha ... "
Do not think that the Buddha is outside of yourself. Taking refuge in the
Buddha ultimately means taking refuge in one ' s innate clarity ,
understanding, wisdom and compassion , which cuts through the fog of
all self-created illusions.
"Be a lamp unto yourselves ," said the Buddha before he
passed into parinirvana, ''rely on yourselves and do not rely
on external help . Hold fast to the Truth as a lamp. Seek
salvation alone in the Truth ."
"I take my refuge in the Dharma ... "
Do not think that the Dharma is contained in the sutras or words of
Buddha , patriarchs and teachers. Words are merely words ; they can
only point to the Truth but they are not the Truth itself. Truth is beyond
all thoughts. What is Truth? What is the Dharma?
It is your own , free, unfettered functioning , which is the
unfathomable functioning , instant after instant , of all existence ,
undivided by self-centered thoughts , undistorted by ideas , opinions ,
judgments , preferences, likes and dislikes , which are all merely the
shadow-play of ego .
"I take my refuge in the Sangha ... "
Do not think that the Sangha only contains those who are practicing and
following the Buddha 's Way. The Sangha is all humanity, in pain ,
ignorance, sorrow , joy , and confusion , yearning for liberation from
darkness and suffering . There is only this One Mind- so where can
there be any division or separation?
"I resolve not to kill but to cherish all life ... "
When Roshi was here two years ago he gave a teisho on the first precept
and it was printed in Zen Bow. Please do read it again .
Let us add that killing is not only the taking of physical life . One
can also kill with words , with thoughts , with cruel gestures , with untrue
statements about others . The spirit of children can be killed when
parents try to make them into something ideal in order to satisfy their
own self-centered needs and feelings of inadequacy and insecurity .
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Merely imposing knowledge and skills upon children without trying to
understand the whole human being in its totality is killing the growth in
wholeness which is the birthright of every human being . One must
become deeply aware of one 's deep-seated disregard for the free and
natural unfolding of all life . With serious , sustained zazen , one ' s
sensitivities develop and deepen naturally, so that there is no longer this
compulsive need to impose one's own fears and needs upon the lives of
others .
"I resolve not to take what is not given but to respect all things ... "
This doesn 't just refer to stealing in the ordinary meaning of the word .
Let us become clearly aware of our incessant greed to take more than is
offered or needed-more water , more food , more attention, more
praise , more fame , more power , more possessions , more of everything .
Greed stems from the painfully gnawing feeling of one ' s own inner
emptiness, the emptiness of ego which has separated itself from the
whole through false thinking . When there is no sense of ego, how can
anything be taken away? We are the entire Universe at each
moment- what need is there to take away anything?
"I resolve not to engage in improper sexuality, but to live a life of purity
and self-restraint."
A lot of people ask about this precept-sometimes it causes confusion .
What is "improper sexuality " ? One can think of a number of
sexual perversions and resolve to refrain from all this. But often one
finds that even though one does not engage in improper sexuality, all
kinds of " improper " sexual fantasies excite and plague the mind ,
disguised or undisguised . How does one purify the mind of these
fantasies? Is a pure mind the result of resolution and restraint? Or are
sexual fantasies themselves the result of compulsive restraint and
compulsive desire to purify one's mind?
When sexual urges arise and one cannot or does not wish to
satisfy them at the moment of their arising , there are two things one can
do: either to repress them forcibly , driving them underground from
where they will re-emerge in the form of fantasies that torment or
tantalize the body-mind . Or else one uses every ounce of energy to see
these urges with full awareness , without separation , neither liking nor
disliking , neither yielding to alluring imagery, nor repressing it-not
even naming or identifying or trying to explain or analyze what one is
experie ncing . Just this complete oneness , this complete non -separation ,
without any duality between '' me '' and '' my sexual desires, ' ' ''me '' and
" my sexual fantasies. " In complete non-duality , without condemnation
or acceptance , the mind transcends and purifies itself. So restraint does
not mean repression with its interminable conflict and battle, but the
energy to face, to understand , to see through , in silent awareness ,
without anyone standing apart.
"I resolve not to lie but to speak the Truth ... "
Resolving not to lie but to speak the truth , one must clearly understand
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and see instantly why one does lie and pretend to oneself and
others-not just understand it intellectually, but directly, as the
occasion arises.
Sometimes one tries not to hurt someone else's feelings, and so
one says a lie . At times one wants to appear powerful and important, so
one lies about one's accomplishments. Sometimes one lies because one
is deeply afraid of what others may think about one . One clings to one's
image of oneself for dear life , does not want to hurt it at any cost and so
protects it with lies. One also lies when one is too afraid to face the
consequences of an act-too afraid to take blame or rejection. One is so
dreadfully anxious to be loved and accepted and protected . Isn't there
always this indescribable fear of facing exactly the way one is, in all of
one's shortcomings , which brings about the need to cover oneself up
with lies and false pretensions? Such incredible energy is wasted in
making oneself appear different from what one actually is to oneself
and others .
Living with oneself honestly , just the way one is, facing one's
fears of being utterly insignificant, inadequate , unimportant , or
whatever-without labelling oneself in any which way , without running
away from oneself , without thinking about any ideals one ought to
emulate-just being oneself in utter silence, yet fully alert and
awake-what need is there to lie?
"I resolve not to cause others to take alcoholic drinks or drugs that
confuse the mind, nor to do so myself ... "
It is a fact that zazen becomes very difficult or impossible if one takes a
lot of drinks or drugs . But it isn 't only their direct effect that poisons and
deteriorates and dulls the body-mind-it is one's inner dependence on
them to find relief from anxiety, boredom or whatever, that is their
greatest danger . One needs to face one's inner lonesomeness directly,
without any intoxication whatever , to transcend it. In understanding
oneself without any illusions or ideals, an entirely new inner strength
and independence comes into being .
"I resolve not to speak of the misdeeds of others" and "I resolve not to
praise myself and condemn others but to overcome my own
shortcomings ... ''
The Sixth Patriarch Hui Neng says:
"When others are wrong , I have transgressed . When I am
wrong , I alone am responsible ."
Being occupied with the wrongdoings of others is transgression transgression against one's indivisible oneness with all humankind . It is
a favorite pasttime and an escape from facing oneself in utter nakedness ,
just like taking drink or drugs . It is a psychological law that whatever
one is unable to face within oneself, one sees , judges and condemns in
others. This gives one a false sense of superiority-judging others,
criticising them , and praising oneself directly or indirectly . Seeing into
oneself, and understanding oneself from moment to moment is at the
same time seeing and understanding everyone else . When there is no
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ego to look down upon others , love and compassion well up freely and
abundantly , embracing everyone in kindness.
"I resolve not to withhold spiritual or material aid but to give them
freely where needed ... "
To give freely , not just this or that, but all of oneself, totally-not
because it is a precept, or a vow , or a commitment, or because it creates
good karma for one's future life- but to do so because it cannot be
otherwise-that is giving freely .
"I resolve not to become angry but to exercise control..."
Many people ask about this precept frequently, because it seems so
impossibly difficult to control anger . Time and again one resolves not to
become angry, and time and again one boils over with concealed or open
rage. One does such painfully stupid things in anger , so then one asks
ruefully : "How can I control my anger? What can I do to get rid of it?"
First of all , one must find out for oneself if one doesn 't really
enjoy getting angry . It can be a very strong attachment , giving one a
sense of power and dominance over others and an escape from facing
deeper-lying problems . So let us not be overly concerned with a
technique to control anger or trying to avoid it or get rid of it, but let all
the energy flow into looking into this total process and understand it
once and for all down to the very source from which anger arises time
and again.
Anger always arises when one is inattentive . Inattention is
complete occupation with one's own concern, one's own image , one 's
own demands and frustrations . When there is silent yet energetic
awareness of the total situation , how one wants to have one's own way
and cannot get it, the frustration, the anger, the urge to strike out,
without naming it frustration or anger or aggression, without giving way
to the urge to express oneself, without excusing or defending or
controlling or accepting this inner turbulence-simply being in a state of
openness and attention and lack of resistance to what is happening-just
this state of complete oneness , complete non-separation-who is left to
exercise control and what is left to be controlled?
"I resolve not to revile the Three Treasures but to cherish and
uphold them ... "
Can one revile the Three Treasures if one knows beyond all shadow of
doubt that Buddha , Dharma , and Sangha are but one ' s own True Mind
which is the essence of everyone and everything?
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Until one is committed there is hesitancy ,
the chance to draw back, always ineffectiveness.
Concerning all acts of initiative (and
creation) ,
there is one elementary truth, the ignorance of which
kills countless ideas and splendid plans :
that the moment one definitely commits
oneself,
then Providence moves too .
All sorts of things occur to help one
that would never otherwise have occurred .
A whole stream of events issues from the
decision,
raising in one 's favor all manner of unforeseen incidents
and meetings and material assistance ,
which no man could have dreamt would have
come his way .
I have learned a deep respect
for one of Goethe's couplets:

{I~!
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Whatever you can do , or dream you can ,
begin it .
Boldness has genius, power, and magic
in it.
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(Note: The following section is an updated version of a dialogue of the
Buddha. Originally it appeared in the Majjhima Nikaya . The particular edition this
section was taken from was called The Further Dialogues of The Buddha, Part 1,
translated by Lord Chalmers who was at one time the governor of Ceylon . In this
edition the dialogue was called Vitakka-Santhana Sutta , ' 'The Governance of
Thoughts.'' )
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Thus have I heard . Once when Buddha was staying at Savatthi in
Jeta's Grove , in Anathapindika 's Garden he addressed those present as
follows :
In the practice of meditation there are five ways of handling
negative mind-states:
One: When negative mind-states associated with greed, anger and
delusion arise the practitioner should turn his mind more strongly to his
practice and by doing this those negative mind -states will pass away
and disappear, so that the heart stands firm, is steadfast , focused and
concentrated . This is just like a skilled artisan or his apprentice who,
with a little peg , knocks , drives out and expels a big peg .
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Two : If the mind is directed in this way but negative mind-states persist
then the practitioner should reflect upon the ill effects of these
mind-states marking the confusion and trouble they cause to oneself and
to others and how they inevitably ripen into suffering . As these negative
mind-states are reflected upon in this way they will pass away and
disappear. It is just as though one were to have a bag of evil-smelling
garbage strung around one ' s neck and one would be filled with horror
and loathing and long to see it go .
Three: If though these negative mind-states are reflected upon in this
way they yet persist then should one ignore them and not let the mind
dwell upon them. As they are ignored so they will pass away and
disappear so that the heart stands firm , is steadfast, focused and
concentrated. Just as a person with eyes to see will, if they do not want
to view specific forms that come within the field of vision , close their
eyes or look the other way, even so is it with the one when in meditation
they ignore negative mind-states.
Four: If for all his ignoring them these wrong and harmful thoughts still
arise then must he consider how to subdue all that moulds and fashions
thoughts. As this is done these thoughb will pass away and disappear so
8
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Five: But if allay as he may these thoughts continue to arise then with
teeth clenched and tongue pressed against palate the practitioner should
by sheer force of will restrain , coerce and dominate the mind. As this is
done these thoughts will pass away and disappear, so that the mind
stands firm and steadfast and is focused and concentrated . Just as a
strong man taking a weaker man by the head and shoulders, restrains,
coerces and dominates him, even so will he dominate the mind .
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When at last, whether by diverting the mind , scrutinizing the ill
effects, ignoring negative thoughts , allaying what moulds them or by
restraining and coercing the mind , the practitioner is victorious over
negative thoughts associated with greed, anger and ignorance, so that
they pass away and disappear and the mind stands firm and steadfast
and is focused and concentrated, then he has indeed earned the title of
Master of Thoughts, for he will think only such thoughts as he wishes
and not those he wishes not to think; he has cut out craving and has shed
his fetters and by penetrating the root of pride has made an end of
suffering.''
Thus spoke Buddha. Glad at heart, those followers of the Way
rejoiced in what Buddha said .
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that the mind stands firm and steadfast and is focused and concentrated.
Just as a man who is running fast may decide to walk slowly or stand
still, sit down or lie down and thereby pass from the more violent to the
easier posture - even so it is with the practitioner in allaying all that
moulds and fashions thoughts.
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" O you monks in this mountain monastery ,
remember that you are gathered here for the
sake of religion and not for the sake of clothes
and food . As long as you have legs and arms
you will have clothes to wear , and as long as you
have a mouth you will have food to eat. Be ever
mindful, throughout the day's twenty-four
hours, to apply yourselves to the search into
the Unthinkable . Time passes like an arrow ,
n!?ver let your minds be disturbed by worldly
cares. Be ever watchful! After
gone some
of you may preside over many prosperous
temples, with towers and halls and sacred
books all decorated in gold and silver, with
devotees noisily crowding into the grounds ;
some may spend hours and hours reading the
sutras and reciting dharanis and , sitting long
hours in contemplation, may not give themselves up to sleep; they may eat but once a day ,
observe the fast days , and practice all the
religious rites throughout the six periods of the
day. Even when they are thus devoted to the
cause, if their thoughts are not really dwelling
on the mysterious and untransmissable way of
the Buddhas and Patriarchs they may yet come
to lose sight of the law of Karma, and bring
about the complete downfall of true religion .
All such belong to the demons' clan. However
long my departure from this world may be,
they are not to be called my descendants . But
let there be just one individual , living perhaps
in a hut thatched with straw in the wilderness
and spending his days eating roots of wild
herbs cooked in a pot with broken legs . But if
he applies himself single-mindedly and wholeheartedly to his practice , then he is the very
one who has daily dokusan with me and knows
how to be grateful for his life . Who would ever
despise such a one? 0 monks wake up! wake
up I"
.
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The Paramitas are sometimes called the '' perfections,' ' the
practice of which leads to enlightenment. The term "perfect," in its
etymology, means "done all the way through ." So Paramita-practice
means leaving no stone unturned , no outpost of ignorance, going right
through without a trace- " leaping hands high."
Paramita means ' ·other shore ." So it is the " other shore" work
of ending indulgence in ego-I-the daily gossip of our life-and instead
"crossing over" -turning this material into manure for the field of
Dharma, by using each item as a stepping stone to go beyond-to walk
on . This , in fact, is the Path. Ummon was asked , "What is the Way?"
He answered , "GO!" On the Path , there is no dwelling in or defending
of any I-territory .
The Paramitas represent aspects of the life of virtue-the
qualities of a Man (vir in Latin)-the life of coming into possession of our
humanhood which has been concealed for countless aeons by the
consequences of basic ignorance . This virtuous life has nothing to do
with conformity to societal norms or expectations . Nor is there any
desire to reform or transform anyone . Paramita means transcending
everything.
Paramitas are finally the qualities of the Bodhisattva-the one
who knows his life is in the One Buddha Body, and whose humble work
on himself is exactly his working for the liberation of others, because of
this One Body that is his only Reality, in which there are no "others."
On one hand it is immensely stupid to add to the words already
written on the non-existent Paramitas . (Are there six Paramitas? Ten?
Eighty-three? One?) Yet on the other, Paramitas exist, because of
discrimination that spawns such ideas as enlightenment and Path . If we
speak of Paramitas, then they are both before and after, both substance
and expression . So, as upaya of "poison against poison" -some
Paramita-words . May all beings come to the Realization of dropping it
all!
Those who "start" in earnest on the Way are impelled in part by
Bodhicitta, which arises at this stage as the "Mind that seeks the Way."
The intuition of the validity and therefore the necessity of this Dharma
labor, as from an inner touchstone , is an inspiration and itself generates
the work of the Way, which, in one manner of speaking, is the
Paramitas .
Our conviction/ faith is, however dimly perceived, that our very
11

situation now , no matter what it is , is workable- that it is, in fact ,
possible for us ourselves to realize the True Nature of self/ universe .
Thus the innate dignity of Buddha Nature/ Prajna energizes us from the
beginning. So we begin to cultivate our own fields and cease to look
elsewhere for liberation . As our karma continues to ripen , Prajna's
richness manifests in increasing awareness , insight , rootedness , the
abandonme nt of clinging to expectations , judgments , and opinionsand the growth in us of a faith expressed in joyful acceptance . Our
awake empty-consciousness-space eventually embraces the universe ,
excluding nothing . Prajna-wisdom is then the not-knowing of
Shunyata-Realization. It is seeing through the delusions of self and all
th~ arbitrary concepts of the world . It is the silent functioning of our very
birthless/ deathless Self . It is our No-thing Home . Its essence is , finally ,
silence . Thus we evolve in Prajna .
To attempt to practice what we might believe to be the Paramitas,
such as patience , discipline , generosity , without some Prajna-footing ,
can only lead to arid hypocrisy and a deepening of the painful insan ity
of the dualistic wound . Prajna is therefore not only the end , but also the
beginning of practice , and the Paramitas might more helpfully be
considered in the inverse of the usual order .
The inspiration of one's conviction of being already Buddha, of
being unable to fall off the earth, so to speak , and of being able oneself
to realize this fully, leads to a clearer wakefulness and determination not
to be fooled- manipulated- by the mind -gossip Samsaric puppeteers .
And this leads naturally to Dhyana, meditation , through which Prajna is
tasted , tested, and known . As the Dhammapada puts it , " there is no
prajna without meditation and no meditation without prajna ." Dhyana
grows as a natural and inevitable activity of every-minute-sitting,
servant-of-the-Dharma sitting . Its essence is detachment, unperturbable absorption in practice - at one . With the Buddha-dignity of
"mountain-like mind ," serenely letting go and letting be . So out of
nothing , an affirmation is generated-a kind of " heat" -burning away
the fog of Maya-all the play-world we invented for security, the
mistakes of blindness , the gropings . The practice of Dhyana is being
always at center and awake . Dhyana is vast wakefulness.
And out of this , without force, but of necessity , as what only
seems the next aspect of this single and indivisible Paramita-fabric arises Virya-exertion / vigor/ strenuousness . When one knows what
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must be done , when one is truly aligned with the truth of one's
self/universe , there is no opposition. So one goes on sitting, through
thick and thin, more and more undistractable by any seeming thing-not
giving reality to any of the thoughts , the feelings, the boredom , the
anxiety, the restlessness-whatever it might be at any moment. Thus
Virya is expressed by whole-hearted practice-total involvement. As
practice matures , we know ever more deeply that it is we who create the
" reality " that becomes obstacle-internal or external , that it has no
power over us that we do not give to it . We create it totally, and we can
destroy it totally . We create all the obstacles in our path to more fully
manifesting our True Nature and the force that we think we have to exert
in our misunderstanding of Virya is only a statement of our delusion that
obstacles have a reality which we did not create - a statement of our
duality in this Single Place . So exertion-vigor-Virya becomes finally
(why not at the beginning?) not a battle, but a welcoming, a quiet eager
natural joy in sitting-living. Putting ourself more and more willingly in
the Work-losing our self in it. So exertion is Spring coming in March,
supermarket shopping this Friday morning . Or , as Dogen says of
exertion, it is manifested in the falling leaf, sustains sun and moon and
the whole wide world, and is one with the exertions of Buddhas and
Patriarchs of all times and places.
So Virya-exertion in our Zen practice is always a coming back, a
coming back-seeming to lose , seeming to recover. Force against
obstacles, as a component of this effort, wanes away as our insight,
conviction, and determination grow . More and more clearly we know
there is nothing that is not the Tao . So heavy-handedness in practice
moves to a lightness , a flowingness, a naturalness-grounded in
wakefulness and a deepening commitment as Prajna grows in us
through practice . And all of this is infused with a sense of humor, that
smiles at the concerns and aggressions of the mistaken "realities" of
ego-I, and so exertion transcends force to a kind of alert benevolent
letting be and going on . And so Kshanti Paramita-patience-is then
there, which is basically a dropping away of grasping/ aggression. There
is nothing to gain and nothing to lose. So patience is not any more just
enduring or longsuffering. Rather it has come to an active peace, even
beyond ' ' however long it may take to come to full Realization.'' We have
been quietened and humbled by the endurances of our earlier practice.
So there is an end now of despair , of hope , of anxiety , of grasping for
anything- including enlightenment-which is really the growth of
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invulnerability-the original invulnerability of our primordial nakedness , which we are now allowing in ourselves . Nothing , clothed in
nothing , going nowhere-in harmony , one with the vast universe,
however it may manifest most minutely , wherever we are . So we are
playing out and allowing to come to an ending all our karmic
" trips " -even , finally , our Buddhist ones. Non-separation as a realized
truth deepens as delusions are more and more dispelled- by
themselves , as it were-just in the process of living the seasons of our
life .
And so Shila Paramita-discipline, or as some call it, ethics and
manners , or following the precepts-is present . We live in accord with
Reality . This means we have the ability to move through the world
unobstructed , because our feet are intact and solidly on the earth. We
raise no objection to the universe , and we know where and who we are,
so our way is smooth . We are becoming invisible , not making a nuisance
of ourselves , becoming Rinzai ' s " man of no business " -of no form . Our
actions are without actor. Our responses are therefore appropriate and
without hesitation . Our life is a single piece , without any gaps . This is
the Paramita of " stainlessness ." Practice pervades our whole life and is
realized as enlightenment itself. Our life is all of one piece . We have
dropped concern with who we are , for we have no boundaries . There is
no gap , so there is no obstruction . We , as ego-I , have disappeared. Our
invulnerability , flowing mountain-like , is further perfected , as we have
nothing to defend . We have " brought ourselves into conformity with the
Dharmakaya . '' This discipline means we have finally let go of the idea of
external rules , or of time off, or of escape. We have taken total
responsibility for ourselves . We blame no one . We have cooled off. We
have ceased to live frivolously and by impulse . We have realized that
rules and precepts all are aids to enabling us to live egolessly , without
(second) thought, and train us in the true freedom and spontaneity of
responding without hesitation to all our life situations as they arise,
without personal vested interest . There is now nothing that is not
practice . So who is practicing? Is it the world itself? Who is there to
care? Thus , through discipline , caring is perfected .
So with self-consciousness and any desire that things be different
from what they are disappeared , and caring thus perfected , the Dana
Paramita manifests . Dana is generosity-giving-liberality . This Paramita
ends the state of impoverishment from which the Samsaric world is
generated . This poverty means the consciousness of not having
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something , not being somewhere , of being separated , alienated - a
deep gnawing emptiness that manifests as desire/ aggression , or as
recourse to oblivion to ease the pain of it . This poverty ends when the
Bodhisattva manifests the Dana Paramita towards all beings-giving
them the space which is his essence . In the space of his non-judgment ,
his non-expectation , his consciousness of being One Body with all
beings , being at Source of all beings-all the defenses and pretenses
with which ego-selves try to define and sustain themselves are rendered
irrelevant. Thus such self-definitions may be dropped and lead to the
discovery by all beings of the unadorned richness of Original Self. This
is the Bodhisattva ' s liberating compassion in action , recognizing the
innate Buddhahood of all beings and allowing it naturally to manifest .
Whatever is given , is given beyond giving-knowing that there is no gift
or giver or receiver-no fixed form . From the left hand to the right hand
of the One Body. Since there is no ego-I left to one practicing in this way ,
there is no expectation of anything in return , nor any holding back . Thus
Dana Paramita is the free flow of giving without any intention , free of all
attachment/separation . This is having gone beyond enlightened,
unenlightened , attaining enlightenment, and any idea of Bodhisattvahood . This giving is freedom - the expression of ultimate richness - the
practice of enlightenment .
Thus Paramita cultivation grows the " easy practice of the
Patriarchs " of which Dogen speaks . No effort any more since no
obstacles . No obstacles since no inventor of obstacles. Nothing left but
anonymous celebration of the fullness of the Dharma- "wonderful at
the beginning , wonderful at the middle , and wonderful at the
end " -without end .
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Dear Roshi,
How incredible! Just to wake up in the morning-what joy!
Instead of waking up to that awful, tense, hungry, aching loneliness and
isolation that have been there ever since I can remember, to wake up to
just this solid Mu . Just this Mu, just this Mu . At the very thought of
Mu, gratitude arises, such gratitude-for practice, for you, for all the
painful, frustrating, seemingly negative things that have happened to
me. How true that verse about its taking a cold winter to enjoy the plum
blossoms in the spring. One feels exactly as though one has just been let
out of prison-first Mu takes you and shows you how utterly imprisoned
you are, and then it sets you free!
It is difficult for me even now to believe the point of tension this
body-mind had reached before the October sesshin . For six months
before I could scarcely eat anything-I lost more than twenty pounds. I
was miserable, and for no apparent reason, as my daily life was more
harmonious than it had ever been. It literally felt as though Mu were
eating me up, and sometimes I just hated zazen. A resistance to zazen
arose, so strong that often I had to practically nail myself to the mat in
order not to run out of the zendo. At the same time it was so painful to
have this resistance so strongly that it made me want to do more zazen
in order to overcome it. The week before sesshin I was so sick and full of
resistance it seemed almost impossible even to go. Yet for just one clear
moment the thought flashed in my mind: the only reason this is coming
up so strongly is because you are absolutely determined to get through.
As soon as sesshin began, though, that determination was there,
overriding everything, grinding away all those body-mind states that
had held me back so often before . Now I see that every fear , every pain,
every doubt was truly bodhisattvic-once one is completely determined
not to give in to these things , they become a great spur, pushing one on
in order to overcome them.
Telling you that first dokusan that I didn't care any more what
you thought of me-this little me-was also important. It was a
declaration of independence that had to be made before I could do for
myself what I had to do . After that-just Mu and Mu and Mu. So little
do I remember about the week-just Mu. Towards the middle, body in a
state of total exhaustion, thoughts of giving in and giving up arise;
familiar suicidal, running-out-of-the-zendo thoughts. But not this time.
There was no way, Roshi, just no way, I could go back to that life of
tension I had created. Something had to give, I had to do something . On
the sixth day I realized I had never really tried to go through Mu . Over
it, under it, around it, away from it-but never really facing it, right
through it. Right away this huge MU rose up in front of me and there
was just nowhere else to go .
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When you told me I could now work on subsequent koans ,
everything was so simple , so clear , so natural , so matter-of-fact that it
hardly seemed anything had happened . Racing down the stairs , I didn 't
know I was running into a whole new world . A world where that
resistance to zazen is utterly gone , and I find myself wanting to do
zazen just as one drinks when one is thirsty , wanting to do more and
more zazen, not for any reason , not for this goal that hung in my mind
for so long but just because. A world where everything that has ever
been said to me about practice is true. If only people would just believe
you when you say things , Roshi-not to mention the Buddhas and
Patriarchs . And yet , even though everything you say is true , there's no
way to tell anyone -everyone has to find out for themselves . How
wonderful that we can! This world - who would ever have believed that
everything could be so RIGHT? Ever since I can remember I have felt so
threatened by things that I saw as being outside " me " -causing an
anxiety so deep , so constant . Now-everything is different in a way
impossible to describe . A feeling arises of wanting to take everything in
my arms, embrace the world- but there 's no need to! It's already done ,
it can't be otherwise!
Recently a friend who used to practice told me she felt that five
years ago the focus of her life had been zazen , but now it was emotional
health . It made me sad to hear this-Mu is the best psychiatrist anyone
could ask for! In working on Mu you see everything about your small
psychological self you could ever need to see - but it also offers you the
way to see through this self to your True-self. Who would ever trade the
joy, the solidity , that the slightest glimpse of this Mu provides for some
ghost called emotional health?
One already sees habit patterns that were momentarily blasted
away creeping back. One realizes the need to work in a whole new way .
I'm so used to pushing against myself that even though there 's nothing
to push against , the pushing goes on . Feeling deeply the need for
dokusan, often, I wish I could go to sesshin again tomorrow. I feel like I
don't know quite how to walk in this whole new world .
And as for you , Roshi-I remember hearing something
somewhere about peeled litchi nuts . You just fed me and fed me , every
step of the way-just by being yourself and speaking the truth . Gassho ,
gassho, gassho . There ' s nothing to do but to keep going and going .
Now, at last, I can really begin to work. So grateful , for the first time in
my life, grateful and glad to be a human being alive in this world .
P.S. Roshi, this letter has wanted to be written for the last week , but
between work and home duties and very necessary zazen, there hasn't
been a minute . Reading it over-one so important thing is left out-the
Sangha! Its wisdom, example and never-failing help-how real that is.
What one-this one, anyway , could never do by oneself-can be done
with the help of so many people working hard . Such gratitude for all the
helping hands!
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Carving the Pumpkin .
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Meeting the Witch
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Wm-kshops atTheZ~Cetdff

During each "on period" several hundreds of people come to the Center at
Rochester to attend workshops conducted by
Roshi assisted by several senior members of
the Center. These unique teaching and training
sessions occur normally on the last Saturday of
the month and are so well attended that
participants are required to reserve a place
beforehand to avoid overcrowding. Every kind
of occupation is represented and people come
from many different countries specifically to
attend: at one workshop there were people of
no less than nine different nationalities.
Some of the questions most frequently
asked are:
"Can I be a student (or a doctor. .. or a
businessman ... or a housewife) and practice
Zen at the same time?"
"What is the connection between Zen and war,
poverty, pollution, and other social issues?"
"What is the difference between relaxation,
meditation and zazen?"
"Do rituals and ceremonies have a place in Zen
training?"
"Does one need to give up meat or follow a
special diet to practice Zen?"
''Do all spiritual paths lead to the same
place?"
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Roshi Kapleau answers a question at a workshop.

" The mind of the Zen adept is tautready like a drawn bow. ' '

